Abstract: Permutation entropy (PE) has been widely exploited to measure the complexity of the electroencephalogram (EEG), especially when complexity is linked to diagnostic information embedded in the EEG. Recently, the authors proposed a spatial-temporal analysis of the EEG recordings of absence epilepsy patients based on PE. The goal here is to improve the ability of PE in discriminating interictal states from ictal states in absence seizure EEG. For this purpose, a parametrical definition of permutation entropy is introduced here in the field of epileptic EEG analysis: the permutation Rényi entropy (PEr). PEr has been extensively tested against PE by tuning the involved parameters (order, delay time and alpha). The achieved results demonstrate that PEr outperforms PE, as there is a statistically-significant, wider gap between the PEr levels during the interictal states and PEr levels observed in the ictal states compared to PE. PEr also outperformed PE as the input to a classifier aimed at discriminating interictal from ictal states.
Introduction
Electroencephalography (EEG) is an essential tool for the diagnosis of epilepsy and many other neurological diseases. It generally consists of a non-invasive recording of brain electrical activity by means of electrodes integrated into a cap, which is worn by the patient and connected to the acquisition system through a certain number of wires. Once the EEG has been recorded (which can last for minutes to days), a careful review of the entire recording is needed, in order to detect the presence of critical events, such as epileptic seizures or interictal spikes.
In this paper, we will focus in particular on childhood absence epilepsy (CAE), which is a common idiopathic generalized epilepsy syndrome [1, 2] . The pediatric neurologist's main objective is to neutralize all absence seizures through appropriate medication, while inducing a few side effects. CAE affects the characteristics of the EEG and, in particular, its randomness. This is the reason why permutation entropy (PE) was introduced as a possible mathematical tool to process the EEG in order to extract diagnostic information by many researchers. PE was introduced by Bandt and Pompe in 2002 [3] as a very fast and robust algorithm to detect dynamic complexity changes in real-world time series. Subsequently, many authors showed that PE can be successfully used to analyze epileptic EEG. Cao et al. [4] proposed the use of PE to detect qualitative and quantitative dynamical changes in EEG data from epileptic patients. Li et al. [5] carried out a predictability analysis of absence seizures with PE. They tested the quality of PE as a tool to predict the absence seizures in Genetic Absence Epilepsy Rats from Strasbourg (GAERS). In their work, PE was shown to outperform sample entropy (SampEn) in absence seizures prediction, and the authors concluded that the use of PE may shed new light on the mechanism of absence seizures. Bruzzo et al. [6] applied PE to detect vigilance changes and preictal states from scalp EEG in epileptic patients. They evaluated the separability of amplitude distributions of PE resulting from preictal and interictal phases. A good separability of the interictal and preictal phases was found, and PE was shown to be sensitive to changes in vigilance state. Zanin et al. [7] reviewed the theoretical foundations of the PE, as well as the main applications to the understanding of biomedical systems. Nicolau et al. [8] investigated the use of PE as a feature for automated epileptic seizure detection. Ouyang et al. [9] investigated by multiscale PE the transition of brain activities towards an absence seizure. Zhu et al. [10] demonstrated, by experimental results, that PE is able to identify epileptic seizures in EEG and intracranial EEG (iEEG). The same authors proposed an unsupervised multi-scale K-means (MSK-means) algorithm to distinguish epileptic EEG signals and to identify epileptic zones [11] . Mateos et al. [12] developed a method based on PE to characterize EEG from different stages in the treatment of a chronic epileptic patient. Li et al. [13] carried out statistical experiments to explore the utility of using relevance feedback on EEG data to distinguish between different activity states in human absence epilepsy. Yang et al. [14] analyzed the EEG of children with electrical status epilepticus during slow-wave sleep (ESES) syndrome and of control subjects. The complexity of background EEG was evaluated using PE and SampEn in combination with the ANOVA test. They could observe that the entropy measures of EEG were significantly different between the ESES patients and normal control subjects.
As regards other applications of PE to the EEG in the medical field, evaluating the effects of anesthetic drugs is another key topic. Silva et al. [15] studied the performance of EEG-derived parameters in the prediction of depth of anesthesia in a rabbit model comparing the index of consciousness (IoC) to the approximate entropy (AE) and the PE. Li et al. [16] introduced multiscale PE analysis of EEG recordings during sevoflurane anesthesia comparing it to CMSPE (composite multi-scale permutation entropy). They showed that CMSPE outperforms the raw single-scale PE in reflecting the sevoflurane drug effect on the central nervous system. Anier et al. [17] studied the entropy of the EEG in the transition from continuous EEG to burst suppression in deep anesthesia through surrogate data analysis. They showed that PE was the most sensitive to phase information. Olofsen et al. [18] tested PE of the EEG as a measure of anesthetic drug effect, introducing the composite permutation entropy index (CPEI), which basically tries to average the effects of the selection of parameters in the computation of PE. Li et al. [19] exploited PE of EEG signals as a measure of anesthetic drug effect. They set the embedding dimension and the time lag according to the quantitative performance, to quantify the effect of a wide range of concentrations of isoflurane on the EEG.
In recent years, the authors proposed a spatial-temporal analysis of epileptic EEG recordings based on measures of complexity of the EEG [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . The EEG of patients affected by absence epilepsy showed a particular PE topography over the scalp, especially during seizures. This result was inferred by revising movies that showed the evolution of PE mapping [23] .
The present work aims to improve the ability of PE in discriminating interictal states (seizure-free EEG segments) from ictal states (seizure EEG segments) in CAE. For this purpose, a parametrical definition of permutation entropy, the permutation Rényi entropy (PEr), which was introduced in [25, 26] , is proposed here for the analysis of epileptic EEG. In this paper, PEr has been tested against PE tuning the different involved parameters (embedding dimension, delay time and alpha) in order to be optimized for the analysis of absence epilepsy EEG.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 will introduce the methodology, providing details of the EEG recording, PEr definition and theoretical comparison vs. PE, as well as parameter optimization, with particular attention on α. Section 3 will illustrate the results, and Section 4 will address the conclusions.
Methodology
The flowchart of the procedure (Figure 1 ) can be itemized as follows: (1) the n-channel EEG is recorded and stored on a computer; (2) the EEG is partitioned into m overlapping windows and processed window by window; and (3) given a window under analysis, PE is estimated channel by channel, and the n values are arranged in an n × 1 PE vector (once the EEG is fully processed, we will have an n × m PE matrix).
EEG Recording
In order to carry out a parameter optimization, 23 EEG recordings of patients diagnosed with CAE were acquired and processed. The children's mean age was 7.44 years, with a standard deviation of 1.67 years, and 16 of them were female. The EEG were acquired according to the international 10/20 system [27] with Cadwell Easy II (Cadwell Laboratories, Inc., Kennewick, WA) (21 patients) or Stellate Harmonie (Stellate Systems, Inc., Montreal, Quebec, Canada) (2 patients). All channels were filtered with a pass band of 0.53-25 Hz and digitized at a rate of 200 Hz. In total, 161 paroxysms longer than 2 seconds were identified by a board-certified clinical neurophysiologist, and in total, 590.68 min of data were available. All data analysis was performed using MATLAB R2001b (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA).
PEr estimation
Recording the EEG PEr profiles EEG signal windowing EEG signals 3sec Figure 1 . The flowchart of the procedure. (1) The n-channel EEG is recorded and stored on a computer; (2) the EEG is partitioned into m overlapping windows and processed window by window; (3) given a window under analysis, permutation entropy (PE) is estimated channel by channel, and the n values are arranged in an n × 1 PE vector; (4) once the m PE vectors were estimated, the n × m matrix showing the PE trend of each channel can be displayed. PEr, permutation Rényi entropy.
Permutation Rényi Entropy
The n-channel EEG recording was processed by means of a sliding temporal window. The EEG samples were buffered in overlapping windows whose length was 3 s with a 2-s overlap (since the sampling rate is 200 Hz, one window includes N = 600 EEG samples). With a larger window, the PE profile would be smoother; nevertheless, the size was set at 3 s in order to detect even the shortest paroxysms (the paroxysms of clinical interest last for at least 2 s), so that they are not smoothed down. PE was estimated, channel by channel and window by window. Each EEG window includes n time series, where n is the number of EEG channels. This window is stored on the computer as an n × N matrix. Within each window, a sample of PE per channel is computed, and the n values are arranged in a n × 1 PE vector; therefore, a n × N EEG matrix corresponds to an n × 1 PE vector. In this way, a compressed temporal representation of the original time series is produced.
Going into the details of PE calculation, let us denote a given EEG time series as x. Each time series x was mapped into an m-dimensional space, with m being the embedding dimension and L being the time lag. Vectors X t were constructed selecting m equally-spaced samples from x, starting from time point t:
The values of X t are reshaped in an increasing order, and the time points are renamed yielding Xr t , a reshaped version of X t :
Therefore, each vector X t can be considered uniquely mapped onto a symbol vector π = [t 1 , t 2 , ..., t m ]. The vector π is a sequence of time points, hence a symbol. The frequency of occurrence of each possible π is indicated as p(π), which represents the frequency of occurrence of the specific vector π in the time series under analysis, normalized by N − (m − 1)L, where N is the number of samples of the time series x. PE is finally computed as:
where log is the natural logarithm and m! is the number of the possible permutations. Since H(m) can maximally reach ln(m!), PE is generally normalized as:
In this work, a new definition of permutation entropy, according to Rényi's theory, will be exploited [25] :
It is named permutation Rényi entropy (PEr). A new parameter, α, is now involved, and the goal of the present work is to assess if this parameter can tune the sensitivity of PEr in measuring EEG signal randomness.
Rényi's entropy is linked to the distribution of the time series through α. High α emphasizes the super-Gaussian distributions, whereas low-level α emphasizes the sub-Gaussian ones. Therefore, alpha can tune the sensitivity to the sub-Gaussianity, the super-Gaussianity of the pdf distribution. Higher alpha values (α > 4) emphasize the super-Gaussianity, whereas average alpha values (α = 2-3) emphasize both.
We tested the computational time over a simulated random time series (20000 samples); computing Equation (3) took 0.13 ms, whereas computing Equation (5) with α = 7 took only 0.076 ms (Workstation: Intel Core 2 Quad CPU Q6600 @2.40GHzx4, 4GB RAM, with Ubuntu 14.04 LTSOS). This means that multiplying p(π i ) by log(p(π i )) is more computationally intensive than calculating p(π i ) α , even for high α values, and that Rényi's PE calculation is faster that standard PE.
In particular, we aim to test the ability of PEr, against PE, in discriminating interictal EEG from ictal EEG in absence epilepsy patients. For this purpose, we will compare the average PEr of the interictal EEG segments and the average PEr of the ictal EEG ones, against the same indices estimated with PE. First of all, we will carry out a theoretical comparison between PE and PEr.
PEr vs. PE
In order to test the ability of PEr against PE in detecting dynamical changes in a time series, we first applied it to the transient logistic map. We generated a transient time series x, consisting of 1000 points, by starting from x(0) = 0.5 and r = 3.5, incrementing r up to r = 4, in steps of 0.01 at each iteration [3, 4] . Figure 2 shows the x time series and shows how well PE and PEr can detect dynamical changes from it. The variation of the permutation entropy with the parameter r captures the transitions better when L = 2 than L = 1 either for PE or PEr. It is noteworthy that the PEr versus r curve correlates with the original time series similarly to the PE versus r curve when L = 1, whereas it correlates better when L = 2.
Selecting the Optimal Parameter Configuration for PEr
Our aim was to find out what the optimal m-L-α configuration for PEr is and what the optimal m-L configuration for PE is, in order to optimize their ability to discriminate between interictal and ictal EEG.
Several trials were carried out under different parameter settings:
• Order m ranging from 3-7;
• Lag L ranging from 1-10;
• α ranging from 2-7 (for PEr only).
Therefore, there are 50 possible parameter settings for PE and 300 for PEr.
Once the EEG recording is converted into PE and PEr matrices (see Section 2.2), it is partitioned into interictal and ictal sub-matrices. The two sub-matrices are then averaged with respect to the rows (channels) and the columns (PE sample vectors), so that an average interictal PE value (avgP E(interictal)) and an average ictal PE (avgP E(ictal)) value are estimated for the recording under analysis, in each specific parameter configuration. In order to compare the behavior of PE and PEr during the interictal and ictal states, we computed two indices:
• the ratio R = avgP E(interictal)/avgP E(ictal).
Results
The optimization process was carried out for every patient of the dataset described in Section 2.1. In order to clarify how the optimal parameter configuration was selected, we will now show the details of the procedure for one patient (Patient 4) and then summarize the results obtained for the remaining patients in Section 3.2, showing the optimal parameters selected patient by patient. According to the procedure described in Section 2.2.2, PE and PEr are estimated in every possible parameter configuration. Each i-th parameter configuration provides a pair (Di, Ri) that can be represented as a point (see Figure 3) , and in conclusion, there are 50 points (blue circles in Figure 3 ) for PE and 300 for PEr (red circles in Figure 3) .
First of all, we can observe that PEr (red circles) provided better results, because its (Di, Ri) points lie in the right-upper part of the 2D plot, whereas PE's point lie in the lower-left part, thus showing smaller D and R. In order to identify the optimal parameter settings for PE and for PEr, the parameters that ensured the highest D i and R i were selected.
As regards Patient 4, the overall optimal configuration was m = 4, L = 8 (bold blue circle in Figure 3 ). As regards PEr, the configuration that provided the highest D was m = 4, L = 8, α = 7, whereas the configuration that ensured the highest R was m = 5, L = 5 and α = 7. In order to come up with a single overall optimal configuration also for PEr, we sought for the configuration that provided a relatively high performance with respect to both parameters R and D. We found that the configuration m = 4, L = 7 and α = 7 ensured 96.5% of both the highest D and the highest R (red bold circle in Figure 3 ). Figure 3 . R vs. D in every possible parameter setting for either PE (blue circles) or PEr (red circles). The parameter setting that ensured the highest Di and Ri for PE was m = 4, L = 8 (bold blue circle), whereas the parameters that ensured the best performance for PEr with respect to either D or R was m = 4, L = 7 and α = 7 (red bold circle; the configuration ensured 96.5% of both the highest D and the highest R).
Evaluating the Effects of Alpha
In order to visually evaluate the effects of α on the behavior of PEr, we plotted the PE profile and the corresponding PEr profiles of a preictal EEG, see and L = 8, which is optimal for PE, but not for PEr). In the PEr estimation, α ranged from 2 to 7. The seizure onset is marked with a vertical dashed line.
In PEr estimation, α ranged from 2 to 7. The seizure onset is marked with a vertical dashed line. Even though the m-L configuration was optimal for PE, but not for PEr, we can observe that the gap between interictal levels and ictal levels is larger with PEr than with PE; thus, PEr appears more sensitive to the differences between interictal EEG and ictal EEG.
In order to give an overall view of the PEr profiles of the entire EEG recording, estimated for each channel, Figure 5 shows the PEr trend in the configuration m = 4, L = 7 and α = 7 (seizure onsets are marked with vertical dashed lines). 
Analysis of the Entire Dataset
The same optimization analysis was extended to the remaining 22 patients. Therefore, for every patient, 350 simulations were carried out (50 for PE estimation and 300 for PEr estimation, as described in Section 2.2.2), for a total of 8050 simulations. Table 1 summarizes the optimal parameters selected patient by patient. We can infer that the most recurrent optimal parameters for PE were m = 4 and L = 3, whereas for PEr, m = 5 was the most recurrent embedding dimension, L = 3 was the most recurrent time delay and α = 7 was the most recurrent alpha. As regards PEr, there was not an absolute overall most recurrent parameter configuration. 5 4 6 2 4 2 5 3 3 3 4 10 4 7 7 4 4 8 4 7 7 5 3 10 3 5 7 6 4 3 5 5 7 7 4 2 5 3 7 8 4 10 5 4 7 9 4 3 5 6 7 10 4 3 5 5 6 11 4 3 4 3 5 12 4 3 5 5 5 13 4 8 4 7 7 14 4 3 5 4 4 3 5 4 6 20 4 3 4 3 4 21 4 3 5 5 6 22 4 3 5 3 4 23 4 3 4 7 7 For every EEG recording, both PE and PEr time series were estimated, according to the personalized parameter configuration, and stored as two matrices with n rows (where n is the number of channels). As described in Section 2.2.2, each entropy matrix was partitioned into two interictal and ictal sub-matrices. Then, the sub-matrices are averaged with respect to the rows and the columns in order to come up with an average interictal entropy value (avgPE(interictal)) and an average ictal entropy value (avgPE(ictal)), for each patient. The two values are used to compute the difference D P E = avgPE(interictal) − avgPE(ictal) and the ratio R P E = avgPE(interictal)/avgPE(ictal). In this way, we came up with a vector avgPE(interictal), a vector avgPE(ictal), a vector D and a vector R, each one with N elements, where N is the number of analyzed EEG recordings (N = 23).
In order to compare the ability of PEr and PE in discriminating interictal from ictal, the boxplots of either R or D vectors were plotted in Figure 6 . Figure 6 . Boxplot of R and D vectors. On each box, the central mark is the median; the edges of the box are the 25th and 75th percentiles; the whiskers extend to the most extreme data points not considered as outliers.
PEr showed a higher R and a higher D, therefore a better discrimination between interictal and ictal states, also using R. This result will be statistically tested in the Appendix (in Appendix A.2 and A.1, respectively).
Since PEr was shown to outperform PE, we tested its general ability in discriminating interictal EEG from ictal EEG. The boxplots of the avgPEr(interictal) and avgPEr(ictal) vectors are plotted in Figure 7 . Figure 7 . Boxplot of avgPEr(interictal) and avgPEr(ictal) vectors. On each box, the central mark is the median; the edges of the box are the 25th and 75th percentiles; the whiskers extend to the most extreme data points not considered as outliers.
On average, the PEr extracted from interictal EEG was higher than the PEr extracted from ictal EEG. This result will be statistically tested in the Appendix A.3.
Finally, in order to investigate what was the effect of the EEG channel on the discrimination ability of PEr for ictal/interictal segments, for every patient, we computed an average PEr profile for every cerebral area of interest (frontal, temporal, parietal, central, occipital). We averaged the PEr profiles of the EEG channels belonging to each specific area and then we plotted the boxplot of the avgPEr(interictal) and avgPEr(ictal) vectors for each specific area.
Looking at Figure 8 , we can infer that no area looks significantly more sensitive to the transition from the interictal to the ictal state, from either the R or the D perspective. Figure 8 . Investigation on the effect of the EEG channel on the discrimination ability of PEr for ictal/interictal segments. Given a patient, PEr profiles are averaged over every cerebral area of interest (frontal, temporal, parietal, central, occipital), then the elements of R vector are calculated as avgPEr(interictal/avgPEr(ictal). At the end of the process, we have one R vectors with n elements, where n is the number of patients, for every specific area. The boxplot of such R vectors is shown. On each box, the central mark is the median; the edges of the box are the 25th and 75th percentiles; the whiskers extend to the most extreme data points not considered as outliers.
Classifying the Brain States according to PE and PEr
In order to assess whether this increased gap might result in an improved classification of the cerebral state (interictal or ictal), we decided to test PE and PEr as possible input to a classifier. In recent years, the authors proposed a spatial-temporal analysis of epileptic EEG recordings based on measures of complexity of the EEG [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . During the ictal state, the electrodes tended to cluster together according to their PE levels, exhibiting a particular PE topography. This peculiarity will be here exploited for classification purpose.
As here, the goal is to assess whether PEr overcomes PE in differentiating interictal and ictal states, we decided to associate the particular ictal PE topography with the ictal state. In this way, we will find out how the spatial distribution of the entropy extracted from the EEG matches the brain state. As this can be interpreted as a problem of clustering preliminary to supervised classification, we decided to classify through learning vector quantization (LVQ) [28] . LVQ is a method for training competitive layers in a supervised manner. A competitive layer automatically learns to classify input vectors according to the distance between them. Given an entropy vector, the LVQ network can be trained to cluster the electrodes in a competitive way (so that the electrodes showing relatively similar entropy values are clustered together) and then to associate the vector to a specific target (the cerebral state: ictal or interictal).
In our experiment, once the PE and PEr profiles were estimated from the EEG (a n × 1 entropy vector contains the n entropy values extracted from the n EEG channels within the specific EEG window under analysis), such entropy vectors were presented as input to the network, and the corresponding target was the cerebral state ictal (= 1) and interictal (= 0).
Seventy-five percent of ictal entropy vectors and of interictal entropy vectors were used for training, and the remaining 25% of both was used for testing. The LVQ network was trained with PE vectors and with PEr vectors separately. The LVQ network was trained with three hidden neurons, because, looking at the topographical distribution of PE values [23] , three clusters of activity could be identified: high-, average-and low-PE. The learning function adopted was lvq1 [28] . Figure 9 shows the comparison of the accuracy provided by PE + LVQ and by PEr + LVQ. PEr + LVQ provided an improved or at least equal accuracy of classification in every patient. In particular, the accuracy of PEr resulted in being higher than the accuracy of PE in 12 out 23 patient and equal in 11 out of 23. Some patients (Patients 10, 12, 13) exhibited a very high accuracy (100%), whereas Patients 2, 6, 11, 15 and 20 exhibited an accuracy lower than 50%. The goal of the present analysis was to assess whether PEr outperformed PE in classifying the cerebral state. In the future, a classifier will be designed and trained through an appropriate and more sophisticated set of features extracted either from the PEr profiles or from other key features of the EEG. 
Conclusions
Permutation entropy can measure the complexity of the electroencephalogram, which is a key feature when the aim is to diagnose neurological pathologies that affect the complexity of the EEG. This is the case with patients affected by absence seizures. The goal of the present research was to improve the ability of PE in discriminating interictal (seizure free) states from ictal (seizure) states in absence epilepsy EEG. For this purpose, a parametrical definition of permutation entropy and the permutation Rényi entropy is here introduced in the field of epileptic EEG analysis and tested against PE, tuning the different parameters involved (order, delay time and alpha). The results show that PEr performs better than the standard PE, as it provides a wider gap between the average interictal and ictal entropy levels. After the optimization of the parameter setting, PEr was tested over 23 EEG recordings in order to assess its ability in discriminating interictal from ictal states. The ability of PEr to discriminate between interictal and ictal states was statistically significant, and it outperformed PE, as endorsed by the statistical hypothesis tests and by the classification of the cerebral states based on PEr. In the future, PEr could replace PE in the techniques mentioned in the Introduction to assess if such methodologies for the analysis of the EEG may benefit from PEr's superior sensitivity.
hypothesis, H1, can be formulated as follows: the difference between the average entropy of the interictal EEG and the average entropy of the ictal EEG is higher with PEr than with PE. The null hypothesis, H0, thus can be formulated as: the difference between the average entropy of the interictal EEG and the average entropy of the ictal EEG is the same for PEr and PE. First of all, we tested the normality of the two populations X1 = D P Er and X2 = D P E by means of the Shapiro-Wilk test [29] . Both populations were estimated to be normally distributed, and hence, the one-tailed t-test was chosen. The decision rule is to reject H0 if:X 1 −X 2 σX 1 −X 2 > t n1+n2−2,α
where:σX
and:
where t = 0.05. The critical value tn1 + n2 − 2, α was 1.6808, and as the result was tâĹŠtest = 4.26, according to the decision rule, the null hypothesis was rejected.
A.2. R P Er is Higher than R P E
This result was tested statistically considering the two R vectors as the two populations to be compared: X1 = R P Er and X2 = R P E . The alternative hypothesis, H1, can be formulated as follows: the ratio between the average entropy of the interictal EEG and the average entropy of the ictal EEG is higher with PEr than with PE. The null hypothesis, H0, can be formulated as: the ratio between the average entropy of the interictal EEG and the average entropy of the ictal EEG is the same for PEr and PE. First of all, we tested the normality of the two populations X1 = R P Er and X2 = R P E by means of the Shapiro-Wilk test again. Both populations were estimated to be normally distributed, and hence, the one-tailed t-test was chosen again. The critical value tn1 + n2 − 2, was 1.6808, and as the result was tâĹŠtest = 4.52, according to the decision rule, the null hypothesis was rejected.
A.3. avgP Er interictal is Higher than avgP Er ictal
This result was tested statistically considering the two avgPEr vectors as the two populations to be compared: X1 = avgPEr(interictal) and X2 = avgPEr(ictal). The alternative hypothesis, H1, can be formulated as follows: the average PEr in the interictal EEG is higher than the average PEr in the ictal EEG. The null hypothesis, H0, can be formulated as: there is no difference between the average PEr in the interictal EEG and the average PEr in the ictal EEG. First of all, we tested the normality of the two populations X1 and X2 by means of the Shapiro-Wilk test. Both populations were estimated not to be normally distributed. Hence, the Mann-Whitney U-test was chosen as the method for the hypothesis test [30] . The result of the test was p = 1.5214e − 05. The null hypothesis could thus be rejected at the significance level of 0.05.
